
 

 

 

Land Based 
LO - Maintain the safety of 

oneself and others in the 

workplace:  

Look into the different health 

and safety protective clothing 

available online. Price up a 

‘safe’ suitable uniform for a 

gardener to wear. 

LO - Assist with propagation of 

plants from seeds:  

Describe the life cycle of a 

flower and plant in diagram 

style and label it. 

-Design your own garden area 

using ICT or on paper/Create a 

collage copy using old 

magazines or catalogues. 

Finally, a box model recycling 

any old materials from home. 

Sport 

LO Demonstrate an awareness of 

how you make use of your leisure 

time 

Task: 

1.   Take a picture of you doing at 

least 3 different things you do in 

your leisure time 

2.   Explain why you enjoy doing 

these activities 

3.   What are the benefits of doing 

these activities? 

 

Art 
LO; exploring buildings  

Task: Collect pictures from old 

magazines or newspapers of 

buildings and trees 

 

Maths 
Complete all worksheets on 

Money and budgeting tasks  

Complete assignments on 

Seneca 

Work on easimaths 
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Personal Development 

Relationships and parenting  

LO: Being a good parent -Discuss 

and Create a poster about the 

roles and responsibilities of being 

a parent ( following on from your 

lesson)  

LO: Family structures within the UK 

- Look into and draw your family 

tree  

LO: Ending relationships positively 

- Explore and discuss the feelings 

involved in a relationship . 

Produce a mind map of your 

thoughts on this topic. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

English 

TASK ONE Create a film 

review based on a film/ tv 

programme you had 

recently watched.   

TASK TWO To create a poster 

advertising your favourite 

film.  

TASK THREE Talk about your 

favourite film. What happens 

in it? Who are the main 

characters of the story?  

 

 Science 

Science and the Human Body  

• Know key functions of 

major body systems; 
• Know factors that affect 

health; 
• Be able to investigate 

health of individuals. 
Workbooks will be uploaded to 

Teams and once completed 

individual feedback will be given 

via Teams or email. 


